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The interest in Södra’s products for large-scale solid timber 
construction is considerable and global demand for construction 
using solid timber is growing strongly. In order to drive Södra’s 
cross-laminated timber (CLT) venture, we need more employees, 
and we are now looking for people who want to join us in deve-
loping our structural engineering services. Together with our 
two existing planners, you will be responsible for building up our 
project planning department.

Your duties
As a structural engineer with us, you will have a broad role 
with a variety of duties and considerable responsibility. You will 
work closely with project managers, planners and customers to 
develop the best and most efficient structural solutions. You will 
have overall responsibility for the structural design and fill an 
important role as a supervisor and mentor in the development of 
the group.

Your primary duties will be:
• Dimensioning and production planning of frames.
• Training newly graduated construction engineers and  

experienced concrete engineers in timber construction.
• Building up a project planning department.
• Expert support, investigation and consulting.

Your experience
To ensure that you succeed and are comfortable in your new  
position, we believe that you have solid experience in design 
calculation and are interested in leading and developing  
yourself and others. You have previously worked with design 
calculations for timber frames and have the skills to prepare 
technical reports.

In addition to knowledge and expertise in the field, the personal 
traits of our new structural engineer are also important to us.  
We place high value on qualities such as professionalism,  

commitment and accountability. You must have good commu-
nication skills and work in a coherent and structured manner. 
For us, it is important to harness all of the expertise in the labour 
market. We welcome all applicants and strive for diversity.

Qualifications
• Relevant university-level education.
• Broad experience of structural engineering projects.
• Good experience of structural engineering and building physics.
• Experience of timber constructions.
• Good command of English.

Placement/Employment
The position will be based in Väröbacka, just north of Varberg. 
This is a permanent role. For this position, we are open to a  
flexible way of working that could allow you to work some days  
at the office and some days from home if you so wish.

Your employer, Södra
Södra is Sweden’s largest forest-owner association, with 53,000 
forest owners as its members. Södra is an international forest  
industry group, with operations based on processing its members’ 
forest products. Our business spans from traditional products 
such as paper pulp and sawn timber, to exciting new applications 
such as renewable energy, lightweight construction material and 
dissolving pulp used to make clothes. We are simply not content 
to refine the products that our customers have long come to  
rely on and use in their own processes – we are also constantly  
looking for new applications for the world’s best raw material.

Do you want to know more?
If you have questions regarding the position or our recruitment 
process, please contact the responsible recruiter Linus Eklund on 
+46 470 890 32. Last day to apply for this position is 2022-01-07.
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